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PARENTS’ DAY!
On Saturday, June 11th, 2011, over 500 hundred
people turned out to witness what was one of the
best Parents’ Day celebrations ever!
With an inspiring address from the Headmistress,
spectacular performances from each class and
moving speeches from our graduates, the show was
perfect from beginning to end.

From left to right: Yessenia Tejeda, Michelle
Musoke, Nickolaos Tzigizis, Naomi Shaw,
Benjamin Wagner and Simone Alexander.
This year’s Graduates gave powerful speeches
about the changes they have made, the abilities
they have gained and how the Delphi Program and
the Study Technology of L. Ron Hubbard have
prepared them for High School and beyond.

Students from Chandra’s Class, Nathan
Bedingfield, Olivia Damas and Jada Proffitt,
calling their donkey friend, Tingalayo.

As energizing and uplifting as it was colorful,
Amy’s Class once again brought a magical finish to
an already dazzling morning.

!

Bjonnce Morris and Zachary Belizare dance
the La Bamba with style and grace.

“Dear Mom and Dad, I’m Having a
Great Time at Camp!”
Seven weeks of Sun, Fun and Learning! What
more could a camper ask for. Our campers have
been reading, writing, doing science, art, physical
education, going on field trips, learning how to
swim, making new friends and learning lots of new
things.
Jessica Chiarenza, Catalina Abboud and Tari
Chinodakufa visit some indigenous animals. The
field trips this summer included a nature hike
through the Blue Hills Reservation, a visit to the
Trailside Museum, a tour on a Pirate Ship, science
and eco-exploration of the Mass Audubon and
Belle Isle Marsh, The Easton Children’s Museum
and the Fuller Art Museum.

Shaylan Chawda pops out for a breath during his
swimming lessons. Twice a week campers have
been learning how to swim. Our staﬀ are excellent
instructors, using our swimming program that has
been teaching campers how to swim for over 20
years!

Matthew Ikini, Jimmy Shen and Caleb
Marquez after a hard day of looting and
plundering aboard Plymouth Cruises, Lobster Tales.

Edna Dupie, Robert Nichols and Laurel
Campbell drum away at our annual drumming
workshop. Special, all-camp, on campus activities
include drumming workshops, an exotic Animal
Adventures exhibit and a visit from the creatures
of The New England Aquarium.

!

Julien Santos, Jonathan Ikini, Qamra Ward,
Alia Abdul-Jabbaar and Caitlyn Walsh riding
the waves and soaking up the rays!
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